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TCSJOHNHUXLEY showcases Qorex Electronic Gaming Solutions at G2E Las Vegas
G2E 2021 provided the perfect stage to showcase TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s range of striking Qorex
Electronic Gaming configurations including a stadium-style set up with live dealer-assist podium and the
debut of the Qorex HiLite range of products in the US.
Qorex is the first fully in-house designed and developed electronic gaming solution from
TCSJOHNHUXLEY and provides a complete package for operators looking to create a striking focal point
on their gaming floors, as well as generating excitement and entertainment for players. Due to its modular
composition, it can be configured to fit literally any space or player requirement. The ability to choose a
completely integrated and aesthetically cohesive system, not only ensures it will look great on the gaming
floor, but also makes the whole installation process more streamline for operations teams too.
Qorex HiLite is a range of high-impact products featuring striking LED displays and podiums that are fully
synchronized to the game. The Qorex HiLite display at the show features a 6-player carousel with 23”
terminals, a HiLite podium incorporating a SaturnTM Auto Roulette Wheel with Luna and Orbit displays similar to the system recently installed at The Strat in Las Vegas. All terminals can select between live
and RNG games of Roulette, Baccarat and Sicbo.
The Qorex stadium configuration centers around the dealer-assist podium where players can choose
from live Roulette, Baccarat or Sicbo. Through live camera feeds, players can see the dealer spin the
wheel, deal the cards or activate the dice shaker on their terminal screen, before the results are registered
and winning bets are paid automatically. An unlimited number of Qorex terminals can be configured to
this set up, providing operators once again with the flexibility to design and organize their gaming floor
as required.
Steph Nel, TCSJOHNHUXLEY Managing Director for the Americas said, “Qorex Electronic Gaming
Solutions allow operators the flexibility to configure their gaming floor according to player demand and
space, optimizing resources, and improving security, which in turn can increase revenue. For players, it
provides all the excitement of an authentic live game experience with the added benefit of providing an
exclusive individual space – an important requirement in these times.”
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